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DOUBLING-DOWN ON RISK MANAGEMENT
Welcome Economic News -And a Time for Caution!
Recent surveys show that for the remainder of this year,
many companies will continue hiring increases, with
Human Resource departments getting even busier.
However, “less-than-ideal” applicants could sneak their
way into your workforce if you aren’t careful. Stay
strong by adhering to proper interviewing, background checks, and drug screen protocols. Know who
you’re getting –-- verify and document –-- to consistently make the most informed hiring decisions for you
and your company.
This is also the perfect time to implement pre-employment drug tests via hair samples. Drug use detection is
more eﬃcient with hair, and the cost diﬀerential is not
significant. With the continued rise in methamphetamine and heroin users on company payrolls, hair testing is a vital step forward on the path toward a
drug-free workplace. Conversely, urine drug screening
often allows methamphetamine, heroin, and ecstasy
users to avoid “positive” results by simply refraining
from drug use for a few days. Hair testing solves this
dilemma. We suggest a look at Psychemedics Corporation (www.psychemedics.com), as they are a well-established, nationwide service.

Government IS Out To Get You

A tsunami of state and federal employment rules
continues to flood California businesses with more
“waves” relentlessly eroding away profit margins.
(One might speculate that certain legislators/regulators have way too much time on their hands!)
The key to managing this torrent of governmental
edicts is to heighten vigilance and remain pro-active. Specifically: Screen, Train, Supervise, Investigate, Document. We routinely see employees get
away with outrageous conduct, solely because
their employers failed to take preventative or remedial steps in a timely manner. Don’t let this happen
to you!

Sharks Are Circling
California is home to seemingly hundreds of lawyers
per square mile. The blood in the water is a byproduct
of our excessively regulated state. Consequently, the
opportunity for a big financial “kill” is quite enticing.
Bite back and fend oﬀ their attacks! Have an experienced and reputable business attorney in your corner.
Fortunately, there are many well-qualified lawyers
who know how to deal with their “shark” counterparts.
Continued on other side
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DOUBLING-DOWN ON RISK MANAGEMENT
Continued from other side
By starting now, your attorney can ensure that all policies, documents and practices are current and pragmatic.
Legitimate claims should not be undermined by those
seeking to game the system.
Ongoing and adverse issues include: inadequate policies,
untrained supervisors, poorly screened employees, and
needlessly delayed management responses to allegations that are made. However, bad situations can be
made better with independent and timely investigations.
When government penalties and lawsuit damages do
occur, they may be greatly mitigated if a company has
shown good faith and timely responsiveness.

The Gift Horse
California employees have countless “reasons” why they
are absent from work (FMLA, paid sick-time mandates,
etc.). Thankfully, most people are honest and don’t abuse
the law. A few others freely run the risk of being caught.
Keep notes and record questionable leave times. When
appropriate, proof of suspicious absences/leaves should
be requested.
When absences become excessive, consider using a licensed investigator to determine the facts. Remember:
Document. Investigate. Reduced productivity, low
morale, and looming legal claims are all potential hazards
that can be easily avoided by a little due diligence.

They’re Never Around
When You Need Them
Prior to a decade ago, businesses could count on
prompt responses from local law enforcement. When
one employee threatened another, a bookkeeper
committed fraud, or a shipping clerk stole products
from a loading dock, patrol oﬃcers would arrive
quickly. In addition, there would be follow-up made
by detectives. This system worked well.
Unfortunately, that assistance and those law enforcement days are probably gone forever. It is 2015, and
agencies are understaﬀed and overwhelmed by
budget cuts. It isn’t that the police don’t want to help;
they simply lack the personnel to deal with most nonviolent crimes. Adding to California’s criminal-friendly
environment is a revolving-door prison system (remember Prop 47?). Hundreds of convicted felons return to our streets (and workforces) every single day.
As a result, the cops have their hands full.
Finally, consider an independent security assessment
of your facility. It can help to prevent internal and
external crimes, identify safety issues, and reduce
premises liability. There are security/investigative
experts who specialize in business matters. They can
fill any voids, thereby helping to lower risks and
increase profits.

Gordon J. Schmidt, CPI, is the president of Palomar Investigative Group, Inc. Established in
1991, the agency handles investigations and security audits for businesses throughout
California. Visit their website (www.piginc.com), or call for further information.
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